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Digitally empowered production workers are the future of successful manufacturers. These 
production workers are experiencing the same digital transformation that the manufacturing 
industry is undergoing. Organizations must digitally transform to evolve. Yet, if security measures 
are not considered, companies are at risk. Properly licensing and ensuring an established security 
posture for your workers is essential to reducing risk, saving money, and transforming your 
modern workforce.

INTERLINK’S PRODUCTION WORKER 
SECURITY WORKSHOP CAN HELP YOUR 
ORGANIZATION:

Manufacturing

PRODUCTION WORKER 
SECURITY WORKSHOP
Protecting the identities and access of your production 
and customer facing team members

 Recruit, reskill, and retain your next-
generation workforce
Equip your production workers with the skills and tools  
to safely keep up with the new complexities and speed of 
digital manufacturingreducing risk for your environment.

Boost productivity across the value chain 
Augment employees with Microsoft’s security offerings 
specifically built for production workers. 

Securely keep pace 
Utilize increased operational, maintenance, and process 
complexity through a technologically empowered workforce.

Securely 
Transform Your 
Workforce 
Production workers typically 

make up most of the 

manufacturing workforce,  

and it’s their efforts that  

translate strategies into  

action, maintain business 

operations, and create happy 

customers. They use a wealth  

of knowledge—both institutional 

knowledge of the company and 

first-hand insights—to provide 

essential services. 
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X Minimize costs and reduce risks associated with

the challenge of connecting employees and their

devices security to core business systems.

X Foster culture and community within the workplace

by giving more decision-making power to the

production workers through visibility into strategic

company goals.

X Digitize business operations between production

floor and operations, no more paper needed, all in

the Cloud with Microsoft 365.

X Deliver real-time expertise to key players through

live access to business data and processes on

mobile phones and tablets—giving the production

worker’s toolset the same power as the home office.

EMPOWER YOUR MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION WORKERS

of manufacturing leaders agree that digital transformation 
is essential to their company’s future success. 

FICTIV, “2021 State of Manufacturing Report

95%

X Gain Visibility
Evaluate ROI of the Microsoft security platform for your specific business 

environment.

X Reduce Risk
Get recommendations on the most cost-effective ways to improve your 

organization’s security.

X Increase knowledge
Explore and better under Microsoft security tools and licensing packages for 

production workers. 

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

X Save Money
Optimize your organization’s security investment by learning how to leverage the 

low-cost Microsoft F1/F3 plans to license your production workers. 
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CONTACT INTERLINK TODAY TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT THIS WORKSHOP AND 
DISCUSS YOUR SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENT!

HOW CAN INTERLINK HELP?
Interlink’s team of expert Microsoft certified consultants will evaluate your 

organization’s environment and deliver findings and recommendations to 

improve your security posture and optimize production workers—ultimately 

mitigating risk and saving money. 

Profile 
X Profile technology needs, connectivity, and infrastructure in use by

production workers today.

X Profile upcoming technology changes that will impact production workers.

Discuss 
X Discuss how frontline worker’s technology is currently part of the overall

security plan for the future

X Discuss training/readiness and reinforcement of security concepts for workers

Review
X Review business requirements for your organization, including regulatory, ISO,

and customer requirements

X Review Microsoft offerings for security that are specifically built for production

workers:

» Microsoft F1 / F3 Plans

» Add on for security and compliance

WITH THIS ENGAGEMENT, INTERLINK WILL:
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